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Abstract: Aiming at the security problem of message information exchange in intelligent
distribution network, a security algorithm based on digital signature is proposed in this paper. An
intelligent distribution network security algorithm based on public key mechanism is proposed. The
unified format of message suitable for intelligent distribution network is discussed. The specific
implementation method of message security for intelligent distribution network based on digital
signature is studied. The performance characteristics of the algorithm are measured and analyzed on
the current intelligent distribution network platform. The validation results show that the algorithm
meets the requirements of communication security in intelligent distribution network and has very
high practical value.
1. Introduction
Communication system is the core of operation, maintenance, control and management of
intelligent distribution network. All kinds of intelligent electronic devices in distribution network
realize information sharing through network interconnection to achieve safe and stable operation of
the system. On the one hand, the main control station of the intelligent distribution network needs to
communicate with all kinds of measuring equipment distributed in the distribution network to
obtain real-time measurement and realize the monitoring of the system state. Similarly, all kinds of
protection and control equipment receive commands from the main control station to realize all
kinds of remote control operation, and timely remove faults to ensure system safety.
2. Security analysis
As an important part of the construction of intelligent distribution network, the basic
requirements of communication security include integrity, effectiveness and non-repudiation.
Integrity: It is necessary to ensure the original information of data in order to maintain the
characteristics of data that cannot be modified, destroyed or lost in the process of transmission and
exchange.
Effectiveness: Refers to the information needed to prevent denial of access and ensure authorized
access. When authorized entities need to access information, they can access and provide
authenticated access. Denial of service, disruption of network and normal operation of system in
network environment are all valid attacks. The effectiveness of communication system should
consider the objective fault factors and human factors such as virus and illegal intrusion.
Non-repudiation: Strengthen the management of various acts to prevent denial of acts that have
occurred or to confirm that no acts have occurred. Mainly for the emergence of security issues to
provide a queriable basis and means.
Based on the security requirement of intelligent distribution network, the research on message
security has been carried out in the field of distribution network. Documents [3] and [4] have
studied how to add hash authentication code in message to realize the authenticity and data integrity
of data sources in distribution automation communication. There are many types of intelligent
electronic equipment in distribution network, which belong to different manufacturers and operation
companies. Symmetric key method is widely used in the current research of information security in
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distribution network, which can not realize the security of key and the certainty and non-repudiation
of the source of message.
It is noted that most of the schemes proposed in the field of smart distribution network security
only focus on one aspect of the information security of distribution network. It is difficult to meet
the three requirements of accessibility, confidentiality and integrity of distribution network at the
same time, and there is a general lack of in-depth research into the specific application of
distribution network message level.
Therefore, this paper proposes an intelligent distribution network security algorithm based on
public key mechanism, discusses the unified format of message for intelligent distribution network,
studies the specific implementation method of message security for intelligent distribution network
based on digital signature, and tests and analyses the performance characteristics of the algorithm
on the current intelligent distribution network platform.
3. Digital Signature
Digital signature, also known as public key digital signature, is a digital information
authentication method using public key encryption and digital digest technology, similar to
handwritten signature used to prove the authenticity and validity of paper documents. The basic
concept is that each user publishes a public key to verify the signature, and at the same time saves a
private key to generate the signature. That is to say, the signature of the message depends on the
message itself and the user's private key, and the signature can be verified by using the user's public
key.
A digital signature involves a hash function value, the sender's public key, and the sender's
private key. As shown in the figure, when sending a message, the sender generates a message digest
from the text of the message with a hash function, and then encrypts the digest with its own private
key. The encrypted digest will be sent to the receiver as the digital signature of the message and the
message together, with the receiver as the head. First, the message digest is calculated from the
received original message with the same hash function as the sender, then the additional digital
signature of the message is decrypted with the sender's public key. If the digest is the same, the
receiver can confirm that the digital signature is the sender, otherwise the message is discarded.
Digital signature adopts public key mechanism, which solves the key management problem of
intelligent electronic equipment of different types and manufacturers in distribution network, and
provides a basis for message security of intelligent distribution network communication network. At
present, there is no uniform format for communication message in distribution network, and it is
difficult to exchange information effectively in various self-defined message forms. Firstly, the
message format suitable for the intelligent distribution network is studied. The message format of
the intelligent distribution network should consider both universality and efficiency, so that the
message can be flexibly adapted to various complex situations of the distribution network with high
efficiency. Messages are composed of message receiver address, sender address, message type and
length, message specific content APDU, time and security authentication code and so on. Time and
security authentication code are optional, and the last position of message is placed. These two
options can be ignored in distribution network messages without time record or security algorithm.
It does not affect the whole message structure.
The public key mechanism of digital signature simplifies the key distribution method by adding
a public key management function to the existing distribution network system. Each intelligent
electronic device in the distribution network registers its own public key in the key management
system of the distribution network, keeps its own private key not to leak out, at the same time,
obtains the public key of the intelligent electronic device which needs to communicate in the key
management system of the distribution network.
4. Algorithm and flow chart
Based on the sender of intelligent electronic equipment in distribution network, the message is
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organized according to the unified format of the message in the above-mentioned intelligent
distribution network. As a sender of intelligent electronic equipment, according to the requirements
of the information exchange range of intelligent distribution network, by setting the receiving
address in the uniform format of message in intelligent distribution network, it can flexibly transmit
message information to one or more (multicast) intelligent electronic equipment.
After all the communication participants in the intelligent distribution network have determined
the required password and the same elliptic curve parameters, they only need to extract the specific
content of the organized message at a time, and carry out the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithms (ECDSA) for the extracted information.
For message sender: firstly, extract the specific content m in APDU segment of distribution
network communication message, then use HASH algorithm, such as SHA1, to calculate the HASH
value h of m, and then use the private key of sender to encrypt h to obtain the sender's digital
signature s by ECC algorithm. S is filled in the frame check area of the communication message in
the distribution network, the sender's digital signature process is completed, and the message can be
sent to the receiver.
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Figure 1 Digital Signature Procedure for Message Sender
For the message receiver: after receiving the communication message containing digital
signatures, first extract the content M'in the APDU domain of the communication message, and
then calculate the HASH value h', based on the pre-agreed HASH algorithm; then extract the
content s', and decrypt the ECC content h', based on the public key. Consistent with h', the digital
signature is validated.
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Figure 2 Digital Signature Procedure for Message Receiver
5. Example Messages and Time-consuming
In order to verify the actual performance of ECDSA algorithm in distribution network
communication, this paper tests ECDSA algorithm on different intelligent electronic equipment
platforms. Typical normalized telemetry message is selected as the test message. The length of the
test message is 87Byte. After Hash operation, the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm is
implemented. The specific time-consuming is as follows:
Table 1 Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithms
ECDSA sign time (ms):
ECDSA verify time (ms):

ATmega256RFR2(16MHz) C6748(300MHz)
555
55.59
590
60.57

The measured delay shown in the figure above shows that the encrypting and decrypting time of
ECDSA algorithm running on the same platform is comparatively close, which helps to balance the
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load of intelligent electronic devices at both sending and receiving ends. The chip architecture and
operating frequency of the controller used in intelligent electronic devices have a great influence on
the time-consuming of the algorithm. The total time consumed by this algorithm is about 116ms on
the C6000 series DSP platform, which can meet the real-time requirement of general information
exchange in intelligent distribution network.
6. Conclusion
Aiming at the security problem of message information exchange in intelligent distribution
network, a security algorithm based on digital signature is proposed in this paper. Based on hash
function and asymmetric encryption algorithm with the strongest security performance under
certain key length, elliptic curve digital signature algorithm can effectively guarantee the integrity,
validity and non-repudiation required by the security of distribution network communication. After
proving the security and validity of the algorithm, the proposed security algorithm is verified on the
embedded platform. The verification results show that the algorithm meets the requirements of the
security of distribution network communication, and has a very high practical value for ensuring the
increasingly severe security of distribution network communication.
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